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Lin Yan looked at her grandmother and said with some surprise, "Grandmother, are you not angry?"
The old grandmother looked at Lin Yan's cautious look and laughed lightly, "They say that when men are not at home,
women have to hold up half of the sky. But even the men in our Lin family can't hold up at home."

After saying this, the grandmother sighed lightly and continued, "Look at your grandfather's collapse, can Lin Nan's father
and son stand up for him?"

When Lin Yan heard this, although she knew that her grandmother was agreeing with her, there was still an indescribable
feeling in her heart.
"Maybe uncle is because of some things. That's why he didn't stand up for himself."
Although she knew that the truth was that Lin Nan did not have the ability to stand up for himself, she could only comfort
herself and her in front of her grandmother.
What kind of person was the old grandmother? She was already half-dead in the yellow earth and had basically looked
past this point.
After hearing Lin Yan's words, she laughed bitterly and said, "You don't have to say anything good for them.
As she said this, the old grandmother's heart could not help but feel a little sour.
And Lin Yan was also slightly sad in her heart, for she knew that if she were a man.
The old grandmother would not have stood against her and made things difficult for herself, but would have supported her
in taking over the family's affairs.
Thinking of this, Lin Yan looked at her grandmother for a moment and then said, "There is something I wish to discuss
with you, it's about my life's work."

As she listened, the old grandmother casually spoke while eating, "Go ahead. It's my fault for not listening to you
properly before, so let's both have a good chat today."

"Grandpa always thought that the reason why the men in the Lin family worked so hard was to make a better life for the
women, so I don't want to go out and join a marriage, is that okay?"

The old grandmother put down her chopsticks after hearing this, looked at Lin Yan and nodded slightly, "What you think
is correct, but some things don't work out that way."

The men of the Lin family had indeed done so, but everyone knew what the consequences were.

Some people had rumoured before that Lin Yan's father's death might not have been any accident, but had been
deliberately designed by someone.
Thinking about these things, the old grandmother let out a soft sigh and said, "The reason why I arranged for you to marry
is because I hope you will be happier. Because this family has already made too many enemies."

This was a true statement, as the Lin family had stood in the Northern Province for so many years, and the number of
people they had offended was not strictly a minority.
If Lin Yan was allowed to marry the Shen family, then anyone who wanted to make a move on the Lin family would
have to weigh themselves against the Shen family.
However, Lin Yan did not think so, as she looked at her grandmother and shook her head before saying, "I don't think
so."

After saying this, Lin Yan looked outside the room and saw that there was no one there.
She then said softly to her grandmother, "I plan to find a son-in-law so that I can look after the family business at home."
After hearing Lin Yan's words. The old grandmother looked at Lin Yan with some surprise, she had never had such an idea
before.
"I have no problem with a door-to-door son-in-law. But is this matter reliable, or do you already have someone you
like?"

Lin Yan's face flushed when she heard this, because she didn't know why, seeing that her grandmother didn't object to
this matter.
The first person that came to her own subconscious mind. Surprisingly, it was Jiang Hao!
After all, the old grandmother was a man of the past, and as the saying goes, what young girl is not nostalgic.
When she saw the flushed look on Lin Yan's face, she already had a plan in mind, so she looked at Lin Yan and said, "Tell
me, whose family is it? Who is it that can keep our Yan's heart?"

Lin Yan glanced at her grandmother shyly, unconsciously reverting to the way she had pampered her grandmother when
she was little.
"There's no one there, I'm just saying this to you, it would be best if you said yes."
After saying this, Lin Yan was too shy to sit down, so she looked outside the door and excused herself to take care of
something else, then fled.

But what Lin Yan didn't know was that shortly after she left, Lin Nan suddenly came out of the shadows outside the door
and stared at her back with gloomy eyes.
"You want to find a son-in-law so that you can inherit the family fortune? Dream on!"
After cursing secretly. Lin Nan went back to her room and then hurriedly called to get the connections to release Lin
Dong.
When Lin Dong returned home, Lin Nan brought up the whip and gave him a violent beating. He beat Lin Dong so hard
that he cried out!
When the beating was over, Lin Nan sat on a chair and sighed. When the beating was over, Lin Nan sat down in a chair
and sighed while looking at Lin Dong and scolded him, "You unworthy thing, do you dare to do this again or please?"
Lin Dong hurriedly knelt down and said, "I don't dare. I won't dare to gamble anymore!"
After all, he was his own son, and looking at the tear marks on Lin Dong's face, a hint of intolerance flashed through Lin
Nan's heart.
But looking at Lin Dong he couldn't help but think of what he had overheard his old grandmother say, it seemed that she
was somewhat moved by Lin Yan's choice.
Just the mere thought of this possibility gave Lin Nan a pang of crisis.
Looking at his son, who only knew how to eat, drink and play all day, Lin Nan let out a long sigh and roared as he sat
up and said, "You've grown up too, it's time for you to know something."
After saying this, he briefly recounted everything that had happened in the past two days when Lin Dong was not at home.
When he got to the end of what had happened when his grandmother and Lin Yan were having dinner, Lin Dong looked
at his dad with a dumbfounded expression and said, "Grandmother wouldn't agree to something like that, would she?"
Lin Nan took a deep breath before shaking his head and said, "Not necessarily, after all, Lin Yan has saved the day this
time, not only solving the Shen family's problems but also solving the problem of shortage of funds."

After saying this, Lin Nan tossed a copy of the recent investment news to Lin Dong and spoke, "And just yesterday, she
used some of the inventory on hand to directly raise money like crazy."

Thinking of this, Lin Nan let out a deep sigh and said, "If we really continue to indulge in this, both of us, father and son,
will become her stepping stones by then!"

Looking at Lin Nan's shocked expression, Lin Dong then realised the problem.
After a slight silence, Lin Dong took the lead and said, "How about I find a few people who are a bit more expert to come
over and then unknowingly make this last heir disappear, how about that?"

Lin Nan looked to Lin Dong heart to me ie I have pressed a little, then spoke: "You find people? You do a little thing you
can not do, you still say find people!"

The words just fell Lin Nan will go straight away, only leaving Lin Dong a person kneeling in the living room
pathetically watching his father leave.
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In fact, Lin Nan also felt a pang in his heart when Lin Dong said this solution, but he couldn't express it in front of Lin
Dong.
But he was right about one thing: Lin Dong had caused him a lot of trouble since he joined the company.
Gambling alone was only a minor matter, but if he took into account the money that the company had lost. It would be
enough to send him to jail for seven or eight years.
As he just said, he couldn't even handle the smallest thing, so what could he do to make this big thing happen?
The first time I saw him, I was so happy.
He turned out to be as dumb as a pig. It was no wonder that his grandmother was considering letting Lin Yan take over
the Lin family.
But no matter what. The matter had come to this point, and after a moment's contemplation Lin Nan took out his mobile
phone and made two calls to arrange for two groups of people to come over.
Although Lin Dong's idea was not a good one, he thought that if he didn't use some tactics, the position of family head
would be taken away by others.
So Lin Nan simply did what he had to do and took a more ruthless approach to wipe out Lin Yan.
The old grandmother would then have no choice but to focus on him and his son, so that the position of head of the
family would be his own.
And while Lin Nan was planning this, Lin Yan was still happy that his grandmother had finally opened her eyes to herself.
She didn't have many friends because of her family, so she couldn't wait to share this with Jiang Hao.
Before making the call. Lin Yan looked at Jiang Hao's name on her phone for a long time in silence before dialing the
number.
Jiang Hao, who was administering needles to Elder Lin on a daily basis, felt his phone ring and froze slightly before
taking it out and picking it up and saying, "Hello, who is it, I'm a bit busy right now."

Lin Yan hesitated for a moment after hearing this, then cautiously spoke, "In that case, then why don't I bring it and let it
call again?"
Jiang Hao heard that it was surprisingly Lin Yan who had called, then looked at Old Master Lin who was lying on the
hospital bed and smiled, "It's alright, I'm treating your grandfather now anyway."
"The implication is that if you weren't treating my grandfather. I'm afraid you wouldn't have answered my call?"
Lin Yan laughed lightly after saying this, then looked at the time and saw that it was almost time for dinner.
So she pondered for a moment and then said, "How about this, come to 8pm at Dao Lihuo, I have something to talk to
you about."

After hearing this Jiang Hao nodded and agreed, then hung up the phone and looked at Elder Lin and smiled, "Just now
Lin Yan called, it looks like things are going well, he asked me to go out for dinner later."

Although Elder Lin could already speak, looking at Jiang Hao he nodded his head with a smile but not a word. He then
closed his eyes and drifted off to sleep.
After Jiang Hao had finished administering the needles to Master Lin, he changed his clothes and took a taxi to the
entrance of the Blaze.
As soon as he entered the bar, a number of people noticed Jiang Hao's arrival. The dj above the dance floor even shouted
out excitedly when he saw Jiang Hao, "Welcome our nameless boxing king!"
Jiang Hao had just found Lin Yan and sat down when he heard this roar, so he couldn't help but be taken aback and
looked at the dj and said awkwardly, "Isn't this a bit too much?"
Lin Yan was already a bit drunk at the moment, and after hearing Jiang Hao's words she smiled and said, "What's this?
You'll be even more famous!"

Jiang Hao couldn't help but laugh bitterly when he heard this, and just before he lifted his glass up and drank it, a group
of people lined up at the bottom to toast him.
After Jiang Hao had easily walked around, he was finally able to rest for a while, as he was already a bit bad at drinking.
Lin Yan, on the other hand, looked at Jiang Hao's breathless face as he was being toasted. He laughed out loud.
After laughing, Lin Yan pointed to the ring above the stage and spoke, "You know, there are many people here every night
who want to go up there, but basically they are carried down."

Jiang Hao smiled and looked towards the ring and said, "So the reason I'm famous here is because I'm one of the very
few?"

Lin Yan smiled and nodded drunkenly, "Yes, that's right, you and I both belong to which minority."

As soon as the words left her mouth, Lin Yan poured herself a mouthful of wine and said, "It's just that we both specialize
in different areas. Why don't you go and open a pharmacy?"

Hearing the word "pharmacy", Jiang Hao couldn't help but recall how he had been bullied as a child again.
Looking at Lin Yan, he shook his head with a bitter smile and then said, "I have a medicine shop. It's just not here, I still
have three years to go."

After saying these words Jiang Hao wanted to take Lin Yan away with him. If he continued to let her go on like this, it
was likely that she would go down a road of no return.
It was hard to pick up Lin Yan, who was already a little drowsy. Outside, more than ten strong men suddenly walked in.
They scanned the whole room before placing their eyes on Lin Yan, who was lying on Jiang Hao's shoulder.
Although these ten or so men in front of him looked very strong, Jiang Hao was a little moved ah disdain.
"Well at least it is not considered the stewardship of this area, if just do a single fight with people certainly not, or I will
try."
Jiang Hao watched as the crowd had somewhat retreated, and then a middle-aged man with a mushroom head came out
of the crowd.
"Do you know how this is played, you don't know what is called the golden belt?"
Saying this, the other man looked at Jiang Hao rather mockingly, seeming to look down on him quite a bit.
Jiang Hao looked at Lui came people snorted a roar and stretched out his hand, so all the people in the whole box left,
after all, such things have happened here quite a lot.
Looking at the place coming aggressively, Jiang Hao rushed up with the strength of wine and backhandedly smashed a
bottle on the man's head.
The people on the other side had smiles on their faces when they came over, but Jiang Hao could tell by the aura he smelt
on them that this group of people in front of him was definitely not any good!
When you spend a lot of time together, the smell of people will be.
Jiang Hao had seen this too many times before.
The people in front of him, after just a couple of glances, he had almost gotten a feel for them.
And the leader of them looked at Lin Yan from time to time. Although he didn't know why, he was afraid that Lin Yan
was being watched today.

It was because of this that Jiang Hao decided to take Lin Yan and leave the place.
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Jiang Hao frowned at these people in front of him, and then he gave Lin Yan a wink.
Although Lin Yan hadn't dealt with many people outside, she had seen many people inside this bar.
After noticing Jiang Hao's look, Lin Yan nodded slightly and prepared to get up and leave. But she didn't expect the group
to block the door of her compartment.
"Where to go, little beauty, this boyfriend of yours doesn't seem to be very useful, do you want to consider me."
Jiang Hao looked at the other party's insensitive look, snorted a laugh and got up and spoke to the leader, "Don't go too
far. There are some people that you can't necessarily afford to mess with."

As he said this. Jiang Hao had a bland expression on his face, as if he was talking to himself.
The group looked at Jiang Hao with some dissatisfaction in passing, and Lin Yan spoke in a low voice at that moment,
"Don't bother with them, let's go, this isn't the place to cause trouble."
As soon as the words left his mouth, Jiang Hao copied a beer bottle with one hand and smashed it in front of those few
people, then looked at them grimly.
"What for! Brat, you started this!"
The crowd jumped slightly at Jiang Hao's action, then took two steps back and looked closely at Jiang Hao.
One of them stood out and looked at Jiang Hao and said, "Kid, let's talk about this outside. How about it?"
Jiang Hao snorted and turned his head towards Lin Yan and nodded, then looked at the other man and said, "Fine, just
don't cry when you get out later."

After saying this, Jiang Hao took Lin Yan's hand and got up to walk out of the bar.
As Lin Yan looked at her hand being held by Jiang Hao, a strange feeling suddenly emerged in her heart for some reason,
and a blush appeared on her face.
The four or five people following behind her were looking at Jiang Hao's back viciously, with a rather gnashing of teeth.
The barman and the security guard took a look at Lin Yan and the others and felt that something was wrong.
They were about to follow them when they realised that they were heading outside the bar, so they stopped moving too.

They were responsible for everything inside the bar. But when they walked out of the bar, they were not responsible for
anything that happened.
Jiang Hao walked slowly with Lin Yan in his hand, and as he walked he whispered, "The other side seems to be coming
for you, so when you get out later, just run as hard as you can and don't worry about anything!"

Lin Yan snapped her head up to look at Jiang Hao after hearing this, with the intention of looking back at the gang behind
her, but with some concern.
"What will you do after I run, they might still have people outside."
Jiang Hao shook his head and stopped talking. After leading Lin Yan out of the bar door, he took a deep breath.
Then he let go of Lin Yan's hand and turned around and punched one of the men hard in the face. The people around him
were shocked by Jiang Hao's action.
The gang didn't expect Jiang Hao to be so ruthless as to strike at them just as they walked out the door!
"Brat, you want to die!"
A few people roared and rushed towards Jiang Hao, some of them even had a shiny dagger in their hands. They were
ready to kill Jiang Hao at any time.
Jiang Hao stopped a few people and turned his back on Lin Yan and said, "Now is the time, run!"
These people in front of him were no trouble to Jiang Hao, but with Lin Yan around, he wouldn't dare to use many
things.
Behind him, Lin Yan saw that Jiang Hao was surrounded by people. There were also people with their eyes looking at
themselves who opened their mouths and shouted, "That's that woman! Catch her!"
So Lin Yan gritted her teeth before turning around and running away, while Jiang Hao was standing closely behind Lin
Yan, blocking them from leaving.
Seeing that Lin Yan was about to go far away, the group gritted their teeth and looked at Jiang Hao and cursed angrily,
"Brat, it was none of your business, but you had to barge in, so don't blame us for being ruthless!"
After saying this he blew a whistle and twenty to thirty more people poured out from the shadows around him. Their
hands were carrying steel pipes and machetes and other things tightly.
After Jiang Hao took a look at the leader of them, he suddenly felt some familiarity in his heart for some reason.
After taking a closer look at him, he frowned and said, "You seem to be the one who deliberately came to trouble Lin Yan
last time. Rat, right?"

Seeing that he had been recognized by Jiang Hao, Rat simply stopped hiding.
Looking around himself, there were so many people standing beside him. He also had a bit more courage in his heart.
Then he looked at Jiang Hao and laughed grimly twice and said, "Kid has good eyes, but you only have too good eyes.
Now you'll have to die even if you don't."

With such a big commotion at the entrance of the bar, it naturally attracted many people to gather around and watch.
The security guard at the door and the others looked at these people in front of them without the slightest expression on
their faces, simply reporting into the microphone on their bodies and pretending they were invisible.
The city of Beifu had a lot of rich and powerful people, and there were many different kinds of things going on.
As long as the people who were tangling with Jiang Hao didn't damage the bar, they didn't bother to pay attention to this
group of yakuza.
When some of the customers inside the bar heard about what was going on outside, they all rushed out to see what was
going on.
As more and more people gathered, a cold sweat seeped out of Rat's face.
He had thought that 20 to 30 of them could easily take Jiang Hao down, even if he had practiced, he couldn't be that
tough.
But to his surprise, after they had gone up there, they could not do anything to Jiang Hao and could only watch Lin Yan
leave.
Rat looked at Jiang Hao with grim eyes for a while and suddenly shouted loudly, "Brat, what does that woman have to do
with you, you're fighting for her so hard?"

Jiang Hao's expression was indifferent as he dodged a steel pipe swinging at him, then he stuck his hands in his pockets
and kicked the man, sending him flying four or five metres straight away.
The people around him couldn't help but be shocked by Jiang Hao's skill and stood together, not daring to make a move.
"What does she have to do with me, who are you to ask questions, get away while I'm still in a good mood."
Rat heard this and faintly froze, then he stormed up!
But to his surprise, Jiang Hao took the initiative to charge at him as well, and with one hand directly around his neck he
lifted Rat's entire body up.
The people around him who saw this scene were amazed by Jiang Hao's skill, and from time to time they let out a cry of
surprise.

"I'll tell you one last time, hurry up and get lost while I'm in a good mood, or else the belt will make it impossible for
you to leave even if you want to!"

After saying this Jiang Hao threw him to the ground, then turned around and lit a cigarette and took a faint puff.
When Rat saw that he was no match for Jiang Hao, he gritted his teeth and got up from the ground.
Looking at Jiang Hao, he said grimly, "Remember, this matter is not for a small man like you to interfere with, you will
pay the price!"
Jiang Hao smiled and turned his head to glance slightly at Rat: "If you don't leave, believe it or not, I'll make you pay the
price now?"

